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PHISICAL-GEOGRAPHICAL SUBDIVISION OF BELARUS IN DECIMAL SYSTEM 

 
Summary: The analysis of all schemes of physical-geographical subdivisions (PGS) of Belarus 
is made. The timeframe of our research is from the Dement’evs works (1959, 1960), who di-
vided the territory of Belarus on the 6 provinces, 6 okrugs, 40 regions and 53 subregions until 
nowadays. The proposed scheme of physical-geographical subdivisions is made in decimal sys-
tem, which is linked with PGSs of neighbouring countries, including  the scheme of Poland’s 
subdivision, which has been developed by professor J. Kondracki (1988) in the same system and 
consists of 5 provinces, 14 okrugs and 49 regions. 
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Territorial heterogeneousness of the geographical shell has attracted attention of geogra-
phers since ancient times and contributed into evolution of the particular scientific direction in 
geography, which took a name of subdivision. Sectoral and complex subdivision is distinguished 
according to the completeness of the reflection of the nature properties. The works regarding dis-
covering of territorial differentiation of individual natural components are referred to the first 
kind of subdivision (climatic, geomorphologic, geobotanical, hydrological subdivisions). Com-
plex subdivision (physical-geographical and landscape) reflects the structure, diversity and hier-
archy of the geographical complexes). Despite a variety of the researches in the field of complex 
subdivision, the pick of which is typical for the second half of the 20th century, the problems of 
given scientific direction have not been solved neither from the methodological nor from the 
practical point of view.  

Theoretical fundamentals of complex subdivision include a system of logically proved 
taxonomic units, an index of the principles and methods of its selection. In particular, the main 
principles and approaches for physical-geographical subdivision as well as taxonomic range of 
the units and criteria and methods of its segregating are determined. Thus, the principles of zon-
ing, azonality, territorial commonness, relative homogeneity, genetic unity, complexity, and ter-
ritorial differentiation have been generally accepted. A system of taxonomic units has been de-
fined in expanded form: physical-geographical country – zone – oblast – province – region, crite-
ria for its selection have been carried out. After investigations of Gvosdetski N.A. [1] the follow-
ing approaches for segregating of the taxons have obtained a recognition and wide using. Physi-
cal-geographical country is generally distinguished with taking into account of big morphostruc-
tural particularities of the territory and specific spectrum of latitudinal zoning; zone is commonly 
picked out according to hydrothermal and biotic factors; oblast – with consideration of the re-
gional peculiarities of zone being formed under the influence of longitudinal climatic differentia-
tion; province – with taking into account of orographic and climatic factors; physical-
geographical region – in accordance with the types of relief and structure of the soil-vegetable 
layer. 

 However, above successes in solving of a set of significant theoretical questions have not 
concluded all the problems of physical-geographical subdivision. For instance, there are essential 
differences between the maps of physical-geographical subdivision of the same territory being 
made by different authors, opinions in respect of the matter of the term and subject of physical-
geographical subdivision have undergone considerable changes. Thus, physical-geographical 
subdivision is indicated as “a system of territorial division based on the identification of subordi-
nate natural regions” in the dictionary of geographical terms (1968) [2, p.399]. The field of 
physical-geographical subdivision has essentially been spread since that time having involved “a 



complex of the problems of geosystems of upper-landscape level including investigation of regu-
larities of its differentiation and integration as well as exploration of its structure and evolution, 
its systematization and description” [3, p.277].  

Initial researches concerned with physical-geographical subdivision of Belarus belong to 
professor Dement’ev V.A. who worked out and published the first map of physical-geographical 
subdivision [4, p.200]. The territory of Belarus was divided into 4 oblasts – Northern (Dvino-
Vileiskaya), Western (Nemanskaya), Eastern (Srednee Pridneprov’e), Southern (Belorusskoe 
Poles’e) as well as into 28 regions. The oblasts were distinguished in accordance with such most 
significant regional particularities as a character of macrorelief, anthropogenic sediments, and 
climate. Physical-geographical regions were segregated with taking into account of geological-
geomorphologic structure of the territory in the oblasts.  

In a year Dement’ev V.A. published a big article with a new scheme of subdivision [5], 
which found more popularity among scientists and practical workers of the republic. The scheme 
presented itself as complicated variant of physical-geographical subdivision of Belarus that re-
flected territorial spreading of 4 taxonomic units – provinces, okrugs, regions and subregions, 
theoretical principles of distinguishing of which the text of the article contained. Having empha-
sized that province but not oblast is the biggest unit of physical-geographical subdivision on the 
territory of Belarus Dement’ev V.A. distinguished 6 provinces and 6 okrugs according to the 
complex of natural conditions, which determine geographical structure of the region and direc-
tion of the natural processes (table 1). Geological-geomorphologic particularities of moderate 
territories have been the fundamental factor of segregating of smaller taxons – regions (40) and 
subregions (53). Simplified version of the described scheme was included into the manuals of 
geography of Belarus in the higher educational establishments [6] and with several alterations 
brought by Sinyakova V.G. and Yakushko O.P. – into the geographical atlases of the schools [7, 
8].  

Comparative analysis of all above-mentioned schemes of physical-geographical subdivi-
sion makes possible to conclude that the scheme of Dement’ev V.A. [5], investigation of which 
allows to discover first of all disproportion of the squires of taxons of the same rank, was the 
most detailed among them. The Eastern Baltic province, for example, occupies the territory 
equal to the squire of a small region that consequently has quite naturally led to distinguishing of 
the region of Braslav-Osveya hills on this place [7, 8]. The okrug of Belarussian range occupies 
immeasurably less part of Belarussian-Valdai province if compared with the okrug of Belarus-
sian Pooser’e; okrug of Belarussian Poles’e coincides with one of the biggest according to the 
squire Poles’e province. As for the regions and subregions one should mention that frequently 
the squire of one of the under regions exceeds the squire of one of the regions. Despite this fact 
the scheme of physical-geographical subdivision of Dement’ev V.A. is still using and applying 
and in our days in 40 years after its publication.  

The process of simplification of the scheme has been taking place in the next years by 
means of decreasing of the quantity of the provinces (to 5), okrugs (to 2) and regions (to 34) and 
complete abolishment of the subregions. However, the borders of the plots of different taxo-
nomic rank have been changed either partially (regions) or practically have not been changed at 
all (provinces). At the same time a new scientific material that made possible definition of the 
boundaries of a range of taxonomic units, complication of its structure and, consequently, im-
provement of the scheme of subdivision has been accumulated. In addition, International Federa-
tion of Documentation made a decision to introduce a common decimal system of physical-
geographical subdivision of the land in 1970 [9]. The system means a 6-stepped subdivision of 
the territory with definite numeralization of each plot.  

Europe (digital index 1.924) has been divided into 4 big spaces according to the geographi-
cal location: Northern, Southern, Western and Eastern Europe, which, in its turn, are divided into 
subspaces (countries). 3 countries are distinguished in the borders of the Eastern Europe – Cau-
casus and Crimea (1.924.7), Eastern-European plain (1.924.8), the Urals (1.924.9). The follow-
ing units of subdivision - provinces and subprovinces are indicated by consequent addition of 



one of the first 9 numbers to the index of the country. For example, the Western-Russian prov-
ince of the Eastern-European plain in zone of mixed forests has got an index (1.924).84 and sub-
provinces are indicated by the numbers from 1 to 9 after 84, for instance (1.924).842 (in reduced 
form – 842). The least units of subdivision – macroregions (842.2) and mezoregions (842.25) are 
quantized by analogical way.  

Initially, subdivision of the foreign Europe beyond the borders of the states of popular de-
mocracy and USSR has been made in described scheme. In 1988 professor of the Warsaw Uni-
versity J. Kondracki published the map of physical-geographical subdivision of Poland [10] and 
in 1992 he attempted to make a subdivision of Belarus in decimal system having coordinated the 
boundaries of taxons of these neighbor states [11, p.27]. However, the map of physical-
geographical subdivision of Belarus of this author suffers because of sketchiness and contains 
some factual inaccuracies that have led to an idea to work out a new scheme of physical-
geographical subdivision in decimal system. The author of this idea – a dean of the Geography 
Faculty professor Pirozhnik I.I. appealed to the group of authors to carry out the planned project  

 
 
 

Table 1 
A system of taxonomic units in the schemes of physical-geographical subdivision of Bela-

rus of different authors 
 

Authors of the schemes Taxonomic units, its quantity  
Dement’ev, 1959 Oblasts – Northern (Dvino-Vileiskaya), West-

ern (Nemanskaya), Eastern (Srednee Pridne-
prov’e), Southern (Belarussian Poles’e);  
regions - 28 

Dement’ev, 1960 Provinces – Belarussian-Valdai (2 okrugs – 
Belarussian Pooser’e and Belarussian range), 
Eastern Baltic (okrug – Baltic range), Western-
Belarussian (2 okrugs – glacial lowlands of 
zone of the last glaciation; upper Prineman’e 
and Podlyash’e), Smolensko-Moskovskaya. 
Predpolesskaya, Polesskaya (okrug – Belarus-
sian Poles’e);  
okrugs – 6; 
regions – 40;  
subregions - 53 

Dement’ev, 1965, 1977 Provinces – Belarussian-Valdai (2 okrugs), 
Eastern Baltic (1 okrug), Western-Belarussian 
(2 okrugs), Eastern-Belarussian, Pred-
polesskaya, Polesskaya (1 okrug); 
okrugs – 6;  
regions - 32 

Sinyakova, Yakushko, 1990, 1998 Provinces – Belarussian Pooser’e, Belarussian 
range and adjacent plains, Pridneprov’e (East-
ern-Belarussian), Predpoles’e, Poles’e; 
regions - 34 



Kondracki, 1992 Province – Western-Russian; 
subprovinces – Pooser’e Eastern-Baltic, hills 
of Podlyasko-Belarussian, Beresinsko-
Desnyanskaya lowland (Predpoles’e), Poles’e; 
macroregions – 12; 
mezoregions - 29 

Martsinkevich, Klitsunova, Schastnaya, Yaku-
shko, 2000 

Provinces – Pooserskaya, Western-Belarussian, 
Predpolesskya, Eastern-Belarussian, 
Polesskaya; 
okrugs – 14; 
regions - 49 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

with the purpose of inserting of a new scheme of subdivision into National Atlas of the Republic 
of Belarus, which is preparing for edition. This article presents a result of the research being 
held.  

Coordination in the names of taxons, increasing of its quantity and explanation of the prin-
ciples of its distinguishing were required for falling of a new scheme of physical-geographical 
subdivision of Belarus into the All-European system. As a result, a system of taxonomic units of 
subdivision looks as follows: country (subspace in the European system) – oblast (province), 
province (subprovince), okrug (macroregion), region (mezoregion). As the territory of the repub-
lic of Belarus is situated in the limits of one country (Eastern-European plain) and one oblast 
(European oblast of mixed forests) so these taxons have not been showed at the scheme of sub-
division. It illustrates 5 provinces, 14 okrugs and 49 regions that is an evidence of complexity of 
the structure of the taxons (illustration 1). Numeration of all taxons is coordinated with numera-
tion of analogical plots on the territory of Poland. In view of above the numbers of the provinces 
correspond to those that were proposed for the territory of Belarus in research [10] and numerical 
indications of a set of okrugs continue numeration of macroregions of the neighbor state.  

A new scheme of subdivision is characterized by different contours of the provinces and 
many regions if compared with the previous ones that require a special proof and explanation. 
Generally known that a variety of the natural borders, which cross the territory in all directions 
and which almost never correspond with each other, exists in any area of the land. With all this, 
clear, sharply shaped borders can be met very seldom; they have fuzzy, unclear character in the 
most cases. Hence, selection of the fundamental factor for distinguishing of any taxon and orien-
tation on the boundaries of this natural factor when contouring given taxon is an indispensable 
condition of physical-geographical subdivision. Orographic limits, which separate the lowlands 
and the uplands and which are characterized as an objectively existing factor that alters the char-
acter of a set of other natural components are the most important limits within plain territories. 
The matter is that the hypsometric differences between uplands and lowlands are resulted in dif-
ferent genesis of relief; they determine the character of climate, soil-vegetable layer, direction 
and evolution of the physical-geographical processes. Consequently, orographic limits are the 
main limits to contour the provinces; each province occupies a definite hypsometric level. Thus, 
Western-Belarussian province (843) covers a system of the uplands of Belarussian range with al-
titudes 200-346 meters and its southern border almost corresponds to the isohyp 200 m. Eastern-
Belarussian province (846) is characterized as a higher plain with absolute elevations 180-230 
meters in orographic respect, Polesskaya province (845) – as a lower plain with evaluations 
lower than 150 meters. Predpolesskaya province (844) occupies a transitional orographic level 



(evaluations 150-190 meters). Pooserskaya province (842) contoured on the south with a border 
of pooserski glacier is an exception to this rule. Contrary to the opinion of Milkov F.N. [12, 
p.118] that the boundaries of the glaciations cannot be considered as the provincial borders, re-
lief, climate, soil-vegetable layer, abundance of the lakes and swamps make this territory sharply 
different from all the rest provinces of the country. In conclusion one should mention that the 
contours of the provinces on the new scheme of physical-geographical subdivision correspond to 
the ones on the scheme of landscape subdivision [13] and very similar to the boundaries of the 
geomorphologic oblasts on the scheme of geomorphologic subdivision [14].  

The borders of the physical-geographical okrugs and regions in the most cases are deter-
mined by geological or geological-geomorphologic limits. For instance, combinations of even-
aged types of relief and anthropogenic sediments that compose them are laid into the fundament 
of segregating of the okrugs; regions are distinguished according to the types of relief and the 
character of soil-vegetable layer. The most complicated structure is typical for Pooserskaya (4 
okrugs), Western-Belarussian (3) and Polesskaya (4) provinces. It seems to be natural for the 
first 2 provinces because it is determined by alternation of lowlands, plains and uplands with dif-
ferent geological sediments but it can seem groundless for Polesskaya province with its homoge-
neous plain relief. In fact, geological-geomorphologic fundament of this province is so heteroge-
neous as the fundament of the 2 above provinces that has been a little earlier noticed by geogra-
phers of the Ukraine and found a reflection in the scheme of physical-geographical subdivision 
of this country [15]. In the borders of Polesskaya province Marinich A.M. with his coauthors dis-
tinguishes some oblasts, 4 of them contour the southern boundary of the Republic of Belarus. 
These are the oblasts of Volyn, Zhitomir, Kiev and Chernigov Poles’e, which have differences in 
its geological-geomorphologic particularities caused by tectonics, that leads to local changes of 
the elements of thermal, water and geochemical balances. With taking into account of mentioned 
conditions the previous regions of Brest, Pripyats, Mozyr and Gomel Poles’e have obtained a 
status of okrugs that makes possible coordination of the schemes of physical-geographical sub-
division of Belarus and Ukraine.  

A new scheme of subdivision of Belarus is characterized and more complicated structure of 
the regions, quantity of which has reached a number 49. With all this, a quantity of the regions in 
Poles’e (from 5 to 11) and Predpoles’e (from 2 to 8) provinces has increased in the most signifi-
cant degree. In overwhelming majority of the occasions the names of the new regions correspond 
to the ones in the scheme of geomorphologic subdivision [14]; they are formed more scarcely 
with using of geographical names of the rivers. Disnenski, Olavski, Yaselda-Sluchski regions lo-
cated in the basin of the river Disna (Pooserskaya province), Ola (Predpolesskaya province), and 
in the country between the rivers of Yaselda and Sluch (Polesskaya province) are the evidences 
of such names.  

A new map of physical-geographical subdivision being more detailed if compared with 
previous maps can be used as a fundament for working out of different kinds of applied subdivi-
sion (natural-land-improvement, environmental protection, geoecological, etc.) as well as for 
composing evaluative maps for the aims of agriculture, recreation, nature protection, rational or-
ganization of the territory.  
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